SELLING DOTERRA ONLINE

Download a FREE
doTERRA essential
oils guide today!

If you are new to doTERRA you can purchase one of the many doTERRA
kits for as little as

35$ / 20

€

/

£ 20

/ 50 AUD including a FREE

webshop, back office and no monthly fee

By Steven Jackson
doterra-essential-oils-guide.aroma-store.org
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IF YOU ARE NEW TO
DOTERRA YOU CAN
PURCHASE ONE OF THE MANY
DOTERRA KITS FOR AS LITTLE
AS 35$ / 20€ / £20 / 50 AUD
INCLUDING A FREE WEBSHOP,
BACK OFFICE AND NO
MONTHLY FEE

If you have arrived at this website you
are likely to have been searching for
information about doTERRA. Everyone
at some point is new to this company so
learning more about how it works is par
the course. This page will hopefully
allow the reader to internalize the
information and allow them to make an
educated
decision
weather
this
company is a fit for them. Sometimes
the decision making process takes a
short time and sometimes, like some of
my members as long as three years. So,
if you are unsure if doTERRA is for you,
download our doTERRA essential oils
guide and receive all the information
you will need.
Is there a hard sale?

I personally don't like to force people to
buy products or into my business, if that
is even possible. I like the process to be
organic so the prospect is comfortable
with their decision and then join when
they feel the time is right.
However, I do like to ask them to ask
themselves why they are joining
doTERRA. This information helps me to
know what type of help and support
they want and require.
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WHAT DOES
THIS MEAN?
BY STEVEN JACKSON
If you are not really into running a
business, you don't need me to explain
how to share online and to do social
media marketing. Also, you may not
want me to arrange business calls with
you, if you just want to keep things low
key. On the other hand, if you are
ready to build a business, you may
what me to be in close contact and
share my knowledge and skills.
So, ask yourself:

1. Do you want to run a business?
2. Do you just want to be a wholesale
customer?
3. Or simply a retails customer?
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All of these questions are strictly related
to what type of future relationship you
want with your sponsor and doTERRA as
a company. There is no wrong answers
and overtime your answers may change
as and when needed. For example, you
become a wholesale customer because
you only want to receive the oils at
wholesale. Then later think that running
a business would be a great idea.
What do you do?

You can simply upgrade for free
Always remember doTERRA is a journey,
so where you see yourself today may not
be the same place in the future.
To learn more, click on the learn more
button below and receive a FREE
doTERRA
guide,
price
list
and
enrollment information.
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WHY ESSENTIAL OILS
AND WHY DOTERRA?
This is a great question that I am
asked all the time.

The fact is, essential oils are booming
and so selling doTERRA online and from
home is also making money for people
for the first time. As for doTERRA, the
main reason I feel they are worth writing
about is that they are a trusted and
reparable company with a track record.
Beyond doTERRA's high quality and
powerful product line, they are also an
open and transparent company, which
has brought direct sales into a new
enlightened era. Many would argue that
they have created a new standard of
care for the industry forcing other direct
sales companies to full inline.
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A short history of doTERRA

doTERRA was started in 2008 and offers
a vast range of doTERRA therapeutic
grade essential oils based products from
single and blended essential oils, skin
care products, weight loss products and
supplements. Their products are sold by
doTERRA essential oils representative on
a direct sales format to a global
customer base.
Their essential oils are the highest quality
possible
and
made
from
natural
elements that can be found in parts of
plants, barks and trees. This is what gives
them their fragrance as well as their
immunity properties, which is the root of
their wellness capabilities for humans.
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A SHORT HISTORY
OF DOTERRA CONTINUES
doTERRA oils are available globally
with some exception. However, their
main and strongest presence in
North America, Europe, Oceania,
Latin America, Asia and South Africa.
In addition, doTERRA is striving to
add new languages, well at least the
major ones and even some of the
small ones such as Finnish.

It is quite understandable that you are
interested in knowing more about
doTERRA and maybe reading their
catalog. If this is the case, click on the
download button below and see what
all the fuss is about.

If you would like to know the status
of your country in regards to
doTERRA add your name, email
address and message on the form
below and I will get back to you
asap.

Essential oils have been trending for
some years, because I believe we are
beginning to understand the need for
a healthier alternative to traditional
medication for ailments. However, the
history of essential oils goes way back
to biblical time and through the
centuries until the present day.

It is quite amazing how much of a
impact doTERRA has had on the
world. This goes beyond the benefits
of the oils and the strength of the
business opportunity. doTERRA is
sourcing their oils from all over the
world, which in no small part allows
individuals in these countries to send
their children to school and live a
normal
life.
The
planter
and
harvesters enjoy a regular income
even when they are not working to
grow the rare product for the
essential oils.
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What are the
essential oils?

benefits

of

using

An essential oil is a
highly
concentrated natural substance made
from seeds, flowers, fruit, leaves, stems
and roots found in nature. They are
produced via processes such as steamdistillation or cold-pressed extraction.
Through this process all the natural
therapeutic aspects of the plants are
transferred into the oils which is past
onto us as humans.
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BENEFITS FOR USING ESSENTIAL OILS

Below I have added some of
my favorite benefits for
using essential oils

Essential oils are 100%
natural, which means that
there are no side effects.
You only need to use a few
drops to gain the full
benefits of the oils
Essential oils work on
cellular level
Essential
oils
are
not
medicine and are not a
cure, but they do support
us in a natural way
Essential oils are very
affordable
and
cost
effective (A small bottle
seems expensive, but you
only need a few drop to
feel
the
power
and
benefits of essential oils)
Once you have a small
collection of oils you can
gain
the
benefits
immediately
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DOTERRA
CHART OF THE
USES OF OILS

There are three main ways of using
therapeutic grade essential oils with
doTERRA. There is aromatically, topically
and internally. Below I have layout a brief
overview of these three methods.

Aromatically (with a diffuser)

When used topically, essential oils can
improve complexion and skin tone.
They can also be used as part of a
soothing massage. Before topical
application, be sure to follow all label
recommendations
and
dilution
instructions.

Our sense of smell is an aspect of our
being. This evokes many physiological,
mental and emotional responses.
Essential oils used in this way promotes
many positive feeling that help induce
uplifting or invigorating effects, while
others are more calming.
Topically (on the Skin)

I am always amazed how effective
essential oils are when used topically.
Simply by rubbing the appropriate oils
will penetrate the skin and give the
user the full benefits .

Internally

When ingested, essential oils directly
enter the blood stream via the
gastrointestinal tract, where they are
transported throughout the rest of the
body.
Essential
oils
are
readily
transported to all organs of the body,
including the brain.

Essential oils easily penetrate the skin
for localized benefits, making topical
(on the skin) application a great way to
experience the benefits of essential oils.
This is why doTERRA works to create
potent essential oils that are powerful
enough to promote healthy-looking
skin, yet gentle enough to use on a
daily basis.
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MY DOTERRA
ESSENTIAL OIL
REFERENCE
GUIDE
When a new member joins my
business, the first thing that they ask
is, do I need to know about all the
oils? The quick answer is, "NO".
Overtime, new members learn about
the oils through daily use and natural
investigation. I do suggest that a new
rep do learns about the three main
oils
which
are
wild
orange,
peppermint and lavender. These are
probably the most popular and
useful oils for someone new to
doTERRA and essential oils.

Peppermint: doTERRA peppermint oil
has a high menthol content which
sets it apart from others when it
comes to quality, making it one of the
best-selling doTERRA oil. Frequently
used in toothpaste and chewing gum
for oral hygiene, Peppermint also
helps alleviate occasional stomach
upset
and
promotes
healthy
respiratory function.
Lavender: doTERRA Lavender oil has
been used and cherished for centuries
for its unmistakable aroma and myriad
benefits.
In
ancient
times,
the
Egyptians and Romans used Lavender
for bathing, relaxation, cooking, and as
a perfume. Today, it is widely used for
its calming and relaxing qualities
which continues to be Lavender’s
most notable qualities.

Wild orange: Wild orange is cold
pressed from the peel and has
become one of the most popular
doTERRA
oils
and
best-selling
essential oils. Wild orange has an
energizing aroma and many health
and wellness benefits. Diffusing Wild
Orange will energize and uplift the
mind and body while purifying the
air as well as enhancing any essential
oil blend with a fresh, sweet,
refreshing aroma.
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WHAT DO I GET IF I
PURCHASE ONE OF
THE DOTERRA KITS
AS A WELLNESS
ADVOCATE?
A stable and reliable business
A debt free company with no
outside funding
Unlimited earning potential
25% off all doTERRA Products
Free webshop and a Free back
office
No monthly fee
Ability to sponsor new distributors
and receive bonuses
Training and support
If you have any further questions
about selling doTERRA online or at
home or simply want to become a
customer click on the source link
below and read the rest of the article.
Also, on the source page you can fill in
the form below and we will get back
to you asap…..
Author: Steven Jackson
Source: Download a FREE doTERRA essential
oils guide today!
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